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Problem + Urgency

In educational institutions, lots of innovative efforts are put into curriculum design

and classroom management. I would like to expand these innovative efforts to build

communities of collective accountability amongst educators. As an educator, it is critical to

develop practices through constant dialogue and improvement science methods that make

effective teaching practices both measurable and pragmatic. School and district leaders

simply do not have the capacity to nourish teacher practices in substantial and authentic

ways limited to only moments into classroom observations. With a need for collective

accountability teachers can engage in structured systems for cultivating solidarity and

professional development through formalized peer intervisitation. My consistent dialogues

with the Office of Equity and Access have inspired an urgency for innovation in education.

To develop a sustainable system to measure, monitor and nourish teacher practices, peer

intervisitation offers an opportunity for innovation in accountability. Where the problem is

structure and sustainability, peer intervisitation can nourish equitable teaching practices.

Though schools have made attempts to formalize peer intervisitation systems it is regularly

used as common planning time. In connection with my educational leadership and passion

for culturally responsive-sustaining education (CRSE), I have begun to ponder the following

problem of practice:

How can a school/organization apply a formalized system of peer intervisitation to
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address and nourish equitable and sustainable practices?

With so much emphasis on assessments and evaluations, data-driven work in

education is essential for growth and impact. Even so, it is proven by numerous research

and data that racial, economic and cultural disproportionalities are perpetuated in current

teaching practices. This means that there are faults with current educational systems and

practices. Such are directly and indirectly harming students through an overwhelming

lack of cultural understanding and critical consciousness. These matters extend beyond

historical facts and are both internalized and embedded in hearts, minds and systems.

Though work has commenced to address implicit biases, we need to challenge traditions

and create innovative structures for dialogue and accountability. As educators, we need

to be in critical dialogue about the inequitable practices that go unaddressed and

unconscious. With teachers as peers, intervisitation creates an opportunity for shared

accountability. As a classroom, school, or organization, effectiveness has to be

reimagined and transformed into a sustainable culture of equity and accountability.

Working from within a standards-based framework rigid rubrics and quantitative data are

limited. In respecting the four guiding domains of instructional practice (ie. planning,

environment, instruction, professional responsibilities) I am suggesting to develop a

system of peer intervisitation that fosters structure and accountability among educators

through a CRSE lens.

Background + Context

Brooklyn Collaborative Studies participates in innovative assessment models for

students and teachers as a Performance Based Assessment Task (PBAT) school. After

earning my tenure, I started opting into Option PROSE as my measure of teacher

practice. PROSE stands for Progressive Redesign Opportunity Schools for Excellence.

This option has been utilized in certain schools within the past decade but lots of
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flexibility and open-endedness has made it very difficult to arrive at concrete evidence to

support its efficiency. This option is only offered to teachers who work in

PBAT/PROSE-approved schools and is suggested for teachers who have earned tenure.

Through my exploration of CRSE, I began to consider how this measure was helping me

grow as an effective practitioner. As a teacher-leader, many teachers have expressed

feeling overwhelmed by the many theories, practices and social-emotional investments

required of them. Through reflection I began to reimagine Option PROSE as a structure

designed to build teacher solidarity and to raise critical consciousness of teacher

practices.

When I presented my presentation titled “CRSE + Option PROSE” at the 2019

Decolonizing Education Conference at New York University, professionals from different

industries were interested in this concept. As a teacher-leader, I presented the project to

my school leaders to pilot a formalized Option PROSE series with a group of teachers

focusing on CRSE. During the semester, I led a professional development session for my

colleagues titled “CRSE + Student-Centered Practices.” Having received lots of praise,

my school leaders nominated me to apply to and ultimately present at the 2019 EL

National Conference in Atlanta. I continued my journey into CRSE and presented a

master class on “Building a Culturally Responsive Community: Structures + Practices.” In

further reflection, I revisited my PROSE series draft and began to rethink approaches to

incite explicit innovation and improvement.

Access + Action

Peer intervisitation can be implemented in schools, district offices, community

agencies and in corporate teams to create innovative benchmarks for equitable success.

Peer intervisitation can also take place in physical or virtual settings emphasizing dialogue

and innovation. PROSE includes all of the following features: 1.) flexibility for schools to
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rethink traditional practices, 2.) a minimum of two informal classroom observations by a

school-based administrator, 3.) focus-driven discussions, 4.) formative and summative

observations - pre / post meetings, 5.) Structured Review Plan (SRP), and 6.) a PROSE

Team. Most SRPs and observation meetings are informal and not monitored overtime.

Framing this work around the principles of CRSE, a peer intervisitation system will

present protocols that educators will engage with first then observe with critical eyes for

further innovation and deeper connections. To improve this work, the initial formalization of

peer intervisitation would include the following:

● PROSE teams meet regularly to read texts, participate in guided discussions and
practice using protocols to then implement activities.

● PROSE members collaborate on capturing quantitative and qualitative data during
intervisitations using improvement science.

● Focusing on each domain of instructional practice will allow teachers to chunk their
intervisitation focus and provide specific feedback.

● Meetings and visits should be monthly to allow time for teachers to experiment
techniques/methods.

● Although teachers intervisit one another as an evaluative model, feedback and
dialogue are the priority.

While providing an innovative opportunity to evaluate teacher performance, the

current structure lacks formalization and follow through. As both a task in theory and

practice, the objective would be to formalize structures that ensure effective teaching and

engagement. To achieve an equitable education we must begin with equitable teaching

practices.
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